
Mobile Wheel Carriage
Master Wheel 50, battery powered
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Uplifted
The wheels of customary top-range 
vehicles, off-road vehicles (SUV) 
and small transporters have a very 
high dead weight of 35-45 kg. The 
maximum weight a person can be 
expected to lift and carry is 30 kg* and 
therefore considerably lower.
 The mobile Wheel Carriage Master 
Wheel 50 is a powerful and effi cient 
tool, suitable not only for mounting 
but also for transporting wheels. Many 
practical detailed solutions enable the 
fl exible use in every workshop envi-
ronment.

Productfeatures
 1. Maintenance-free lifting spindle: A novel construction protects the lifting spindle 
effectively from dirt and other external infl uences. Drive is by powerful electric motor 
with integrated safety brakes.  2. Powerful: The generously dimensioned double 
battery allows up to 100 lifting and lowering movements. With the aid of the supplied 
universal-generator the battery is moreover quickly recharged.  3. Vario-Fork: The 
Vario-Fork is a fl exible pickup fork and has a total of 5 support rollers – for optimal 
wheel support and ease of positioning at the vehicle. In order to carry out other tasks 
the Vario-Fork can be easily exchanged e.g. when using the door support or the Fillon 
infrared dryer.  4. Safety carriage: 4 rollers and a particularly low centre of gravity al-
low an optimum of manoeuvrability and at the same time a high stability. Two parking 
brakes ensure a safe stand.

Model Capacity Stroke Dimensions Wheel dimensions** Weight

L B H min. max.

kg mm mm mm mm kg

Mobile Wheel Carriage, Series Master Wheel
Electric, 60 kg Capacity, 1400 mm Stroke  

Master Wheel 50 60 1440 688 726 1865 135/80 R13 295/25 R22 60

** Typical dimensions

* As required in the safety regulations of Ger-
man industrial insurers , e.g. BGI 582.

Standard version of the Master 
Wheel 50 and with Fillon inf-
rared dryer and door support 
(as accessory).

Infrared Dryer
Convenient fl ash drying 
system for fl exible use in 
workshops for low-cost 
execution of many repairs. 
The wide adjusting range 
allows the application also 
for freight vehicles. 

Door support device
The universally usable door 
support is delivered with 
three different holding ele-
ments. Moreover the device 
can be tilted in different 
directions by two separate 
gear spindles.


